
Continuation of Learning – Homework Grid 3 Year 1  

Please find activities below for your child to continue their learning at home. Those tasks highlighted in yellow are those that are 

tasks specifically linked to our class topics. All other tasks are open-ended and are to support your child’s learning across the 

curriculum in Year 1 at home.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Geography: Research the different 
continents of the world. Particularly 
focus on the Arctic and Antarctica. 
Mark the 7 continents on a world 

map. 

RE: Re-tell the story of Jesus’ 
resurrection and what happened 

afterwards through role play. 
Decide on the main characters and 
perform the story to your family. 
Ask siblings to help you perform. 

Science: Go on a Spring hunt. Look 
around outdoors for signs of the 

season of Spring. What do the trees 
look like? What animals can you see 
more in Spring? What is the weather 

like?  

 
Practice your batting skills. Use any 
sport bat e.g. cricket bat, rounders 

bat, tennis or badminton racket and 
practice your aim at different targets 

in your garden. 

 
Practice using money. How many 
different ways can you make 10p? 
20p? Or 50p? what combinations 

of coins can you use? 

 
Make a healthy fruit salad. Use lots of 
different fruits and use your skills from 

DT to cut these safely for your fruit 
salad.  

 
Practice doubling and halving of 

numbers up to 20.   

 
Research polar bears. Create a fact 
file to show your research. Where 
do they live? What do they eat? 
How long do they live for? What 
interesting facts are there about 

them? 

 
Go on Phonics Play online. Practice 
your sounds and decide whether the 

words are real or alien words. 
 

 
  Build an arctic animal model. This 

could be a polar bear, arctic fox, 
reindeer, walrus or many more! You 

could use any materials to make your 
model. 

 
Practice the alphabet. Use your 

best handwriting to practice this. If 
you get stuck, use the famous 

alphabet song to help you! 

 
 Make your own musical instrument. 
What materials could you use to make 
a drum, shaker, maraca or whistle? 



 


